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Home / Plain T-Shirts

PRODUCT LINE
Private Label Tshirt
Blank T-shirt
Printed T-Shirt
Polo Shirt
Sportswear

PLAIN T-SHIRTS
YOUR DESIGNS, OUR PRODUCTION (OEM)

Promotional T-shirt
Tank Tops

GET A QUOTE

Hoodie and
Sweatshirt

MOQ is 1000 pieces per design / color / fabric type.

Kids Clothing

Use preshrunk fabrics, speci cations as per

Jeans Pants

customers requirements.

Casual and Formal

Any colors possible according to TPX pantone

Shirt

number.

Shorts Pants

Okeo-Tex certi ed fabrics.

Legging

Customize measurement (+/- 0.05cm) tolerance.

Sweater & Pullover

High quality sewing & nishing.

Pajama

Quality assured by highly experienced production

Swim Shorts

team (AQL 1.5/2.5)

Jackets
Polar Fleece
Workwear
Uniforms

Underwear
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ROUND NECK T- SHIRTS FACTORY
Are you searching for a cool round neck T shirt? You have de nitely come to the right place as you
can come anytime and pick your chosen shirt at random. Round neck shirt for both men and women
has been intended to give them comfort and a fashionable out t, accessible in various size going
from small to extra large and in an affordable price which is suitable for all purchasers. Another
convenient thing is that you can likewise request your shirt on the web.

CUSTOMIZED T-SHIRTS / PRIVATE LABEL T SHIRTS SUPPLIERS
A customized shirt owes a tremendous patronage around the young. Purchasers are more prone to
purchase this. In this manner our organization puts uncommon exertion on the plans that you can’t
prevent yourself from purchasing it. These are accessible in full sleeve, half sleeve, with round or
slipover and a lot more. On the assortment of the shirt there are numerous logos or labels that are
printed. You are also given a free hand when you need to design your own particular shirt. We have
custom shirts additionally on which you can put your own particular design. Simply let us know and
your chosen outline will be prepared. Specially crafted shirts are very popular on this business. Truly, it
will encourage you to emerge from the crowd. Feel extraordinary when you wear our shirts.
Furthermore on the off chance that you searching for custom shirt printing then don’t stress we are
here to help you. You simply need to select your con guration and your shirt will be in your grasp. So
feel free to request for your shirt now.

